To order:
Call Todd at 817.422.2329
Email: todd@envisionaryimages.com

Who Is Envisionary Images?
Envisionary images was conceived for one reason and
that reason was to help the church reach it’s full design
potential. To utilize the power of design excellence to
reach out to the community. Founded in 1996 in Tulsa
Oklahoma we started our business with logo design,
graphic design, and some facility design. In 2011 we
turned our focus to welcome center furniture design and
construction. We have a substantial base of extremely
satisfied clients and our furniture design and construction is second to none.

What’s in this catalog?
In this catalog and on our websites you will find two
kinds of welcome center furniture:

Custom Designed and Constructed
Our claim to fame is our custom designed welcome
center furniture. We pride ourselves in our unique
approach to design and our commercial quality
construction. You will find that we are unique in our
approach to design in that if your budget qualifies for a
purchase of our custom designed desks, we will go the
extra mile to provide you with 3D renderings based on
your exact needs at NO CHARGE. Even if you decide
after seeing our custom design that you do not wish to
purchase your furniture, you will not be charged for any
design work. Your 3d designs can be used to present to
your members and committees for fund raising and
decision making.

Prefabricated Furniture
For those who have a smaller budget but don’t want to
sacrifice quality and beauty, we have our prefabricated
lines of OFM and Flash Furniture. We are authorized
deals of both of these high quality furniture lines with a
proven track record building fine furniture.
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Custom Welcome Desks
Envisionary Images takes great pride and care in
providing our customers with beautiful custom-crafted
furniture options that offer creative solutions to meet
any and every church center need, custom built to
achieve optimum aesthetics and versatility. Our
originally designed welcome desks offer an expansive
array of customized size and feature options, with
innovative configurations created exclusively to fit our
customers’ visions and needs. Welcome desks are built
to fit your specific size dimensions, with design options
that range from our current extensive selections to
brand new original designs that we will build for any
unique inspiration. Our welcome desks also offer an
impressive variety of beautiful custom choices for body
and countertop finishes, single or multiple unit options,
specialized cabinet and drawer configurations, locking
mechanisms, multi-level builds, lighting and outlet
capabilities, plexiglass or milk plex accents, and
much more.
You will find that we are unique in our approach to
design in that if your budget qualifies for a purchase of
our custom designed desks, we will go the extra mile to
provide you with 3D renderings based on your exact
needs at NO CHARGE. Even if you decide after seeing
our custom design that you do not wish to purchase your
furniture, you will not be charged for any design work.
Your 3d designs can be used to present to your members
and committees for fund raising and
decision making.
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12 Foot Dual Level Frosted Plex Desk - Item #C1001
This gorgeous church welcome desk was custom designed for a church in Southlake, Texas. Providing the ultimate
welcoming aesthetic to any visitor center, this handsome reception desk features a curved, notched-out anterior
face; frosted plexiglass or milk plex front-facing accents; custom laminate and faux metallic finishes; and locking
drawers and doors. With laminate colors that can be customized to fit any interior space and upgrades such as granite counter tops, special-order laminates and stained Oak...this stand-out reception center desk would be beautiful in
any church welcome center design. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 42 Inches
Overall Width – 12 Foot
Overall Depth - 46 inches
Lower Counter Height – 30 inches

Features:
Curved Front
Frosted Plexiglass
Custom Laminate finishes
Faux Metallic Finishes
Locking Doors and Drawers.

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
$8200 includes delivery to any where in the contiguous United States.
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12 Foot Frosted Plex Church Welcome Center - Item #C1002
Our twelve-foot frosted welcome desk features a streamlined, curved body with four beautiful frosted or milk plex
front accents. This reception desk provides optimum elegance in design, with custom laminate color options to fit
with any decor. Included additions that make this church reception desk even more special are a locking drawer, faux
metallic accent finishes and custom laminate covering colors. Enhancement upgrades include granite counter tops,
additional locks, special-order laminates and electrical. All-in-all, our purposeful custom-designed welcome center is
made to be a dream reception area addition. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 42 Inches
Overall Width – 12 Foot
Overall Depth - 30 inches
Lower Counter Height – 30 inches

Features:
Curved Front
Frosted Plexiglass
Custom Laminate finishes
Faux Metallic Finishes
Locking Doors and Drawers

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
$8200 Delivered to anywhere in the
contiguous United States
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6.5' x 42" x 30" Single or Double
Welcome Desk - Item #C1003
We’ve exclusively created our distinct church
information center with a versatile design that,
depending on your needs, allows you to purchase one
curved welcome desk or both to create an accessible
360-degree welcome center. All cabinets and drawers
are smartly designed with locking mechanisms, and
further thought went into the laminate coverings that
are customizable to fit your interior at no extra cost.
With laminate counters included, you can upgrade this
beautifully designed furniture center to fit your style
and budget with granite counter tops, premium
laminate or stained oak body and locking swivel
casters for mobility. Please allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery.

Dimensions:
6.5' Wide
42" tall
30" deep
36" lower counter

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
Single welcome desk is $4500 and includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
Double desk is $9000 and includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
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Single or Double 6.5' x 33" x 40" - Item #C1004
This wonderfully adaptable church information center and/or welcome desk provides the option of purchasing a
single piece, or both for creating a double-sided information/reception area. One desk is specially designed with leg
room and a thoughtful space for bar stool storage, while the opposite desk provides all-locking cabinets and drawers.
This handsome furniture set is sure to create elegance and interest in any reception area and features customizable
laminate to match existing decor, in addition to premium counter top and body upgrades. Please allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery.

Dimensions:
6.5' Wide
40" tall
33" deep
30" lower counter

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
Single welcome desk (either design) is $4500
includes delivery anywhere in the contiguous
United States
Double desk (either design) is $9000 includes
delivery anywhere in the contiguous
United States
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20' Church Welcome Center - Item #C1005
This custom-built church information center was designed to fit a specific space, working beautifully and naturally
to enhance the existing building layout. Available in multiple lengths, this classy desk will work well to enrich your
specific welcome center design. The front is gracefully curved, while the center section is artfully constructed with
a two-tier cabinet top to provide the uttermost welcoming accessibility. The back side is simply designed as an open,
airy space with no cabinets or drawers, offering plenty of room and comfort. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 42”
Overall Depth – 24”
Center Counter height 36”
Lower Counter 30”
Overall width - 20’

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
20’ cabinet can be purchased for $14500 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
15' information center consisting of one lower section and two higher sections would cost $11000 includes delivery
10' information center in this style would cost $7500 includes delivery
5' information center in this style would cost $4000 and includes delivery
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7' x 7' Corner Black and Tan Welcome Center - Item #C1006
This is a handsome two-tone corner shaped information kiosk with laminate counter top and corner detail. With a
comfortable height, and customizable body laminate coloring choices, this a wonderful addition to any lobby or
reception area. The included signage can be modified to any text specified. Granite or premiums laminates are
available upgrades, as well as stained Oak wood finishes. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
7' x 7' "L" Shape
42" tall
24" deep counter tops

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
"L" shaped desk is $6000 and includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
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10' Church Information Desk - 3 Level with leg room - Item #C1007
This smartly-designed elegant custom information desk offers ample counter space with a specialized three-tier
surface layout. It is configured to have someone sit behind the desk, with the higher outside levels thoughtfully
constructed for filling out information or use as designated touch screen information access points. Our serviceable
three-level information desk provides both the aesthetic and utility that any church welcome center furniture could
want to offer, with stunning upgrades available. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
10' wide
32" deep
42" tower counters
30" tall lower counter
36" mid level counter

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
Welcome center is $5500 includes delivery anywhere in the contiguous United States
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14' Custom Church Welcome Center Furniture - Item #C1008
This is a beautiful, custom designed multi-purpose welcome and information center, which can be configured as a single-sided piece for about half the cost. Our fresh, original 14-foot design has dual-level counter space; sleek, clean
lines; comfortable access; two-tone body colors, and plenty of storage space. The suspended attention-grabbing sign
comes with flexible color options to match your specific needs, with less expensive options to fit any budget. An impressive center with an inviting and modernistic slant on church center furniture, your guests will be happy to congregate around this standout welcome desk system! (Monitors shown in image not included.) Please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery.

Dimensions:
14’ Wide
42" tall
33" deep
30" lower counter

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
The price for this center as of today is approx $26,600 includes delivery anywhere in the contiguous United States.
This price includes the two desks and the two signs. Monitors shown in the image are not included. This sign option is
our top of the line aluminum and frosted plex with raised aluminum lettering which is $7000 each on it's own.
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5' x 6' x 42" Church Welcome Desk W/Display Shelf - Item #C1009
Our simple-yet-unique custom information center kiosk has thought of everything for the ease and convenience of
disseminating information, including a lower level easy-access display shelf. With an attractive dual tone geometric
design detail, this corner shelf unit will stand out to guests while multiple drawers and cabinets offer ample space
and storage on the rear side. The laminate colors are customizable with beautiful upgrade options that include
granite counter tops, premium laminate or stained Oak body choices, and locking swivel casters for mobility. Please
allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
5' x 6' "L" shape
42" tall
24" deep Counters
30 lower display counter in front

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
"L" shaped welcome desk is $5500 includes delivery anywhere in the contiguous United States
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12' Modular Church Welcome Booth - Item #C1010
Our grandiose custom-made modular booth is a truly visionary design that embodies the ultimate goal of form
meeting function. Its innovative configuration allows a multifaceted approach to traditional welcome center furniture,
offering maximal adaptability for all of your church reception needs. Personalized purchasing options allow you to
create a full circle, half circle, quarter circle or even singular kiosk sections. Included are laminate counter tops, and
gorgeous stained wood finishes in multiple color choices; upgrades and additional custom requests are also available.
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
12’ Radius
8’ overall height
24” deep counter tops
42” tall counter tops
8’ interior radius

Features:
Aluminum accents
literature holders
Stained oak finish on body
black gloss laminated counters

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body

Pricing Information:
$20,000 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous
United States. Requires some assembly.
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14 Foot Twin Tower Church Information Center - Item #C1011
This high-design church welcome center is a tri-level information/reception desk with a gracefully curved exterior,
lower-level center counter, two tall display towers, and standing-level counter top bars at each end. Our Twin Tower
system provides generous storage space with a multitude of deep cabinets and drawers and open-ended cubby holes
under each of the towers. The two-tone body laminate can be specialized to match almost any interior color scheme
at no additional cost, and the desk can be coupled with another matching unit to create a multidimensional
information center. See additional information to learn about pricing and upgrades. Please allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery.

Dimensions:
14' wide
32" deep
42" tower counters
30" tall lower counter
36" mid level counter

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
Welcome center is $7500 and includes delivery
to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
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13.5' x 12' x 42" Refreshment and Welcome Center - Item #C1012
We’ve exclusively created our distinct church information/refreshment center with a versatile design that, depending
on your needs, allows you to purchase one, two or three desks to create an accessible multi-counter welcome center.
All cabinets and drawers are smartly designed with locking mechanisms, and further thought went into the laminate
coverings that are customizable to fit your interior at no extra cost. With laminate counters included, you can
upgrade this beautifully designed furniture center to fit your style and budget with granite counter tops, premium
laminate or stained oak body. Please allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery.

Dimensions:
13' Wide
12' Deep
42" tall square table top
40" tall center counter top
30" tall left and right counter tops
20" deep counter tops
36" square counter top
Height with truss 8'

Features:
8" aluminum truss
2 signs @ 1' x 5' (includes vinyl lettering)
TV and TV mounts not included
Your choice of Wilson Art standard laminates for body and counter tops
Locking Casters
Locking doors and drawers
Wire drawer and door pulls
Adjustable shelves

Pricing Information:
$18,500 includes delivery any where in the contiguous United States.
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12 Foot Frosted Plex Church Welcome Center - Item #C1013
Our twelve-foot frosted welcome desk features a streamlined, curved body with four beautiful frosted or milk plex
front accents. This reception desk provides optimum elegance in design, with custom laminate color options to fit
with any decor. Included additions that make this church reception desk even more special are a locking drawer, faux
metallic accent finishes and custom laminate covering colors. Enhancement upgrades include granite counter tops,
additional locks, special-order laminates and electrical. All-in-all, our purposeful custom-designed welcome center is
made to be a dream reception area addition. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 42 Inches
Overall Width – 12 Foot
Overall Depth - 30 inches
Lower Counter Height – 30 inches

Features:
Curved Front
Frosted Plexiglass
Custom Laminate finishes
Faux Metallic Finishes
Locking Doors and Drawers

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
$7200 Includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
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6.5' x 42" x 30" Single or Double
Welcome Desk With Sign - Item
#C1014
Our unique church information and/or welcome center
is both highly functional and versatile, with options to
buy desks individually or together to create a
double-sided information booth. Custom built with a
consciously pleasing design, this exquisite church
center furniture piece includes beautiful laminates
that can be customized to fit your interior color
scheme and locks for all cabinets and drawers. With
graphic geometrical detailing on both the body and
elegant sign posts, you can enjoy the artful beauty of
our information center with or without the sign as a
purchasing option. Please allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery.

Dimensions:
8’ Overall Height
6.5' Wide
42" Upper Counter
30" deep
36"Lower Counter

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
Single welcome desk is $5000 with out sign includes delivery any where in the contiguous United States
Single welcome desk is $5500 with sign includes delivery any where in the contiguous United States
Double desk is $9500 with out sign includes delivery any where in the contiguous United States
Double desk is $11,000 with sign includes delivery any where in the contiguous United States
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5' x 6' x 42" Welcome Center Furniture - Item #C1015
This freshly-designed church welcome center is the latest creation in our church welcome center furniture line.
Intelligently constructed to butt up against existing walls creating an “L” shaped reception design, this stately
counter and cabinet combo features duel tone body accents, a rounded corner, and laminate colors that can be
customized to match any decor. Enhancement upgrades include granite counter tops, stained oak or premium body
laminates, and locking swivel casters for mobility. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
5' x 6' "L" shape
42" tall
24" deep Counters

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
"L" shaped welcome desk is $5500 and includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
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7' x 7' Corner Church Welcome Center - Item #C1016
This innovative welcome desk system is a new design to our collection that combines efficient functionality with
modern elegance. Featuring a corner “L”-shaped design, two distinct multi-level counter tops and built-in leg room,
this stunning church reception desk is truly one-of-a-kind with a customizable vinyl text sign included and milk plex
light box accents for an upgrade. This is one of our most alluring church welcome center designs, and we proudly
offer custom laminate color preferences and an array of impressive upgrades. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
7' x 7' "L" Shape
42" tall
26" deep counter tops
30" tall lower counter

Features:
3” casters
Single level counter top
18" Fold-flat wings for extra serving or display space.

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
"L" shaped desk is $6600 and includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
Light box not included in the above price, call for pricing with light box.
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10' x 36" x 30" Two Level Church Welcome Center - Item #C1017
This is a fluid dual level, two-toned custom-built reception center with built-in leg room and notched center for welcoming receptionist access. Our exclusive design can be customized with laminates and counter tops to match any
design decor, and includes two cabinets and two drawers on each side for optimal storage and efficiency. Beautiful
premium upgrades are also available. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
10' wide
36" tall
30" deep
30" tall lower counter

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
Welcome center is $5500 and includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
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10' x 8' x 42" Welcome Desk - Item #C1018
We’ve created this distinct church information welcome center with a multi-point accessible counter. All cabinets
and drawers are smartly designed with locking mechanisms, and further thought went into the laminate coverings
that are customizable to fit your interior at no extra cost. With laminate counters included, you can upgrade this
beautifully designed furniture center to fit your style and budget with granite counter tops, premium laminate or
stained oak body. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
10' Wide Exterior
8' Deep
42" tall counter top
36" tall desk counter top
12" deep upper counter top
24" deep lower left and right counter tops
14" deep desk front counter top

Features:
Your choice of Wilson Art standard laminates for body and counter tops
Locking doors and drawers
Wire drawer and door pulls
Adjustable shelves

Pricing Information:
Call for a quote
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Custom Mobile Welcome Solutions
As with our stationary welcome desks, we offer competely customized mobile welcome desks that are hand
crafted to meet any individual size and configuration
need. With beautifully imagined, modern builds we make
our wheeled welcome desks so that they offer the ultimate stability and versatility for any intended space and
utility. Each desk has 360-degree swiveling wheels and
locking casters so that these handsomely structured
units can offer the utmost ease of mobility, no matter
the size. Impressive option and feature choices allow
customers to create a rolling welcome desk based on
their specific needs, with unique design inspirations
created exclusively to meet their vision.
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6 Foot Portable Welcome Desk - Item #CW1001
With its contemporary, clean lines our portable church welcome center solution achieves high aesthetic, versatility
and mobility all in one! A sturdy custom-built design, this welcome cabinet cart offers plenty of surface and storage
space with two locking, sliding drawers and two locking cabinet doors. The perfect addition to portable church furniture collection, it features a sleek laminate finish (and available upgrades) and smooth, swiveling wheels for optimum
mobility ease. The high wheel base allows for ease of mobility on and off of your moving vehicle. Please allow 4-6
weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 42 Inches
Width with wings folded flat – 6' 4" foot
Width with wings extended - 8' 8"
Overall Depth – 32 inches
18" fold-flat surfaces on both sides

Features:
3” casters
Single level counter top
18" Fold-flat wings for extra serving or display space.

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
$4500 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States
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8' x 30" x 42" Rolling Welcome Desk - Item #CW1002
We’ve exclusively created our distinct church information center with a versatile design that, depending on your
needs, allows you to purchase one curved welcome desk or both to create an accessible 360-degree welcome center.
All cabinets and drawers are smartly designed with locking mechanisms, and further thought went into the laminate
coverings that are customizable to fit your interior at no extra cost. With laminate counters included, you can
upgrade this beautifully designed furniture center to fit your style and budget with granite counter tops, premium
laminate or stained oak body. This beautiful design comes standard with locking casters for ease of mobility. Please
allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
8' Wide
42" tall
30" deep
36" lower counter

Pricing Information:
Single welcome desk is $5500 and includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
Double desk is $10,500 and includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
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8’, 10' or 12’ Rolling Coffee Cart - Item #CW1003
Our attractive ten-foot rolling coffee cart achieves the ideal goal of maximum functionality and high-end design.
An impressive enhancement to any social gathering place, this mobile coffee service bar features custom laminate
finishes, modern ladder-truss accents and abundant storage with locking cabinets and drawers. And, the 360-degree
swiveling wheels will maneuver the ten-foot coffee counter with convenience and ease. Lighting package not
included. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 42 Inches
Overall Width – 8, 10, or 12 Foot
Overall Depth - 33 inches
Lower Counter Height – 36 inches

Features:
Custom Laminate finishes
Ladder truss accents
Locking Doors and Drawers

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body
Lighting Package

Pricing Information:
8 Foot - $7000 includes delivery anywhere in the contiguous United States
10 Foot - $7500 includes delivery anywhere in the contiguous United States
12 Foot - $8000 includes delivery anywhere in the contiguous United States
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6’ x 33” x 36” Rolling Single Level Cart - Item #CW1004
With its contemporary, clean lines our rolling cart achieves high aesthetic, versatility and mobility all in one! A sturdy
custom-built design, this cabinet cart offers plenty of surface and storage space with two sliding drawers and two
cabinet doors. The perfect addition to any welcome center furniture collection, it features a sleek laminate finish
(and available upgrades), aluminum accent posts and smooth, swiveling wheels for optimum mobility ease. Please
allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 36 Inches
Overall Width – 6 foot
Overall Depth – 33 inches

Features:
3” casters
4” x 4” aluminum accent posts
Single level counter top

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
$5000 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
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6’ x 33” x 42” Rolling Dual Level Cart - Item #CW1005
Our custom built rolling dual level cart is designed with the same artistry as the single level cart, with the addition of
a second-tier counter that increases surface space to accommodate additional volume needs. Built with optimum
mobility and utility in mind, the dual level cart also features two sliding drawers and two large cabinets...a wonderful
addition to any visitor center. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 42 Inches
Lower Counter Height - 36 inches
Overall Width – 6 foot
Overall Depth – 33 inches

Features:
3” casters 4” x 4” aluminum accent posts
Dual level counter top

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
$5000 includes delivery to anywhere in the
contiguous United States.
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Custom Coffee/Refreshment Carts
Our custom built refreshment carts are brought to life
with your vision and needs in mind. These contemporary
carts have sleek, modern lines and create a beautiful
refreshment station in an array of designs and sizes that
offer a welcoming beverage cart with convenient and
versatile access. Crafted with a sturdy, mobile design our
carts offer many unique options and finishes that are
sure to be a stand-out focus among any gathering. Carts
can range in dimension from a small station, to a large
full-service and multi-level refreshment bar, with
customizable features such as modern two-tone finishes,
under-counter electrical outlets, power cord extensions,
and even refrigeration if needed.
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Wagon Wheel Coffee Cart - Item #CW1006
Our customized rolling coffee cart is beautifully designed with a fresh, modern take on coffee service bars. Featuring
a laminate body, with premium laminate or even stained Oak upgrades, this sleek coffee counter also adjusts to an
extended coffee bar to fit all of your service needs. Versatile and accessible, this handsome coffee service bar is sure
to invigorate any lobby, church or social meeting place! Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Stands 6' Tall
44" Wheel Base
63" When Closed
90" Fully Extended

Pricing Information:
$7000 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States
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10' Church Rolling Coffee Bar / Refreshment Center - Item #CW1007
Our impressive rolling refreshment center offers a fresh take on church coffee bars with convenient 360- degree access, multi-level counter space, and a lower back counter that wraps around to provide additional table-tops in front.
With a sleek design, ample usage and storage space and advantageous mobility, this beautiful two-toned refreshment
bar can easily accommodate high-volume service needs. Bonus features include under-counter electrical outlets, extension power cord and customizable vinyl refreshment sign. (Coffee maker and condiments shown in picture not included.) The smooth-gliding wheels provide maximum portability while multiple cabinets, drawers and under-counter
cubby holes provide the utmost storage. Please read more for pricing and upgrade options. Please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery.

Dimensions:
10' wide
42" tall
26" deep
30" tall lower wrap around counter

Features:
3” casters
Single level counter top
18" Fold-flat wings for extra serving or display space.

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
Refreshment Center is $8000 includes deliver to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
Coffee maker not included.
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Prefabricated Welcome Desks
Envisionary Images has aligned itself with an entire line
of prefabricated furniture and accessories that offers
high-quality, gorgeously crafted units that will enhance
any church center, school or office. With a goal to provide
pre-fabricated furniture that achieves the ultimate in
quality and design excellence, this special line of
versatile and eye pleasing pieces fit beautifully within
any environment and budget. In addition to a multitude
of welcome desk configurations and options, we also
include chairs, file cabinets and customizable individual
section options for desks and kiosks. Most of or
prefabricated furniture ships within 24 hours
of purchase.
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Marque ADA Reception Station
Item #55490

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 32.75"
Overall Width: 62.50"
Overall Depth: 31.50"
21.50" work surface height
47.25" interior work space

Available Colors:
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
Meets American Disabilities Act guidelines for
wheelchair access
Thermofused melamine finished self edge
No tools required for assembly
Can attach to current Marque Reception stations
Silver frame standard

Pricing Information:
$926.00 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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Single-Unit Marque Plexi-Reception Station
Item #55310

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 45.50"
Overall Width: 69.50"
Overall Depth: 33.50"
28.75" work surface height, 19.75" work surface depth
44.50" transaction top height, 13" transaction top depth
42" wide interior work space
70.50" arc

Available Colors:
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
Thermofused melamine finished self edge
No tools required for assembly
Reception station can extend up to 5 units
Silver frame standard
Wire management cutouts

Pricing Information:
$1,385.80 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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Double-Unit Marque Plexi-Reception Station
Item #55312

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 45.50"
Overall Width: 118.75"
Overall Depth: 48.50"
28.75" work surface height, 19.75" work surface depth
44.50" transaction top height, 13" transaction top depth
71.50" wide interior work space
141.50" arc

Available Colors:
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
Thermofused melamine finished self edge
No tools required for assembly
Reception station can extend up to 5 units
Translucent polycarbonate panel
Silver frame standard
Wire management cut outs
Available in Cherry, Walnut or Maple Finish
Rolling Storage pedestal sold separately

Pricing Information:
$2606.45 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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Triple-Unit Marque Plexi-Reception Station
Item #55313

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 45.50"
Overall Width: 142"
Overall Depth: 71"
28.75" work surface height, 19.75" work surface depth
44.50" transaction top height, 13" transaction top depth
84.25" wide interior work space
212" arc

Available Colors:
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
Thermofused melamine finished self edge
No tools required for assembly
Reception station can extend up to 5 units
Translucent polycarbonate panel
Silver frame standard
Wire management cutouts
Rolling cabinet under desk shown left is sold separately

Pricing Information:
$3,893.80 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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4-Unit Marque Plexi-Reception Station
Item #55314

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 45.50"
Overall Width: 142"
Overall Depth: 90"
28.75" work surface height, 19.75" work surface depth
44.50" transaction top height, 13" transaction top depth

Available Colors:
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
Thermofused melamine finished self edge
No tools required for assembly
Reception station can extend up to 5 units
Translucent polycarbonate panel
Silver frame standard
Wire management cutouts

Pricing Information:
$5,147.80 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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5-Unit Marque Plexi-Reception Station
Item #55316

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 45.50"
Overall Width: 142"
Overall Depth: 128"
28.75" work surface height, 19.75" work surface depth
44.50" transaction top height, 13" transaction top depth

Available Colors:
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
Thermofused melamine finished self edge
No tools required for assembly
Translucent polycarbonate panel
Silver frame standard
Wire management cutouts

Pricing Information:
$6,405.65 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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Single-Unit Marque Reception Station
Item #55290

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 45.50"
Overall Width: 69.50"
Overall Depth: 33.50"
28.75" work surface height, 19.75" work surface depth
44.50" transaction top height, 13" transaction top depth
42" wide interior work space
70.50" arc

Available Colors:
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
Thermofused melamine finished self edge
No tools required for assembly
Reception station can extend up to 5 units
Silver frame standard
Wire management cut outs

Pricing Information:
$1,220.80 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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Double-Unit Marque Reception Station
Item #55292

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 45.50"
Overall Width: 121.25"
Overall Depth: 13"
28.75" work surface height, 19.75" work surface depth
44.50" transaction top height, 13" transaction top depth
71.50" wide interior work space
141.50" arc

Available Colors:
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
Thermofused melamine finished self edge
No tools required for assembly
Reception station can extend up to 5 units
Silver frame standard
Wire management cutouts

Pricing Information:
$2,315.30 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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Triple-Unit Marque Reception Station
Item #55293

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 45.50"
Overall Width: 142"
Overall Depth: 71"
28.75" work surface height, 19.75" work surface depth
44.50" transaction top height, 13" transaction top depth
84.25" wide interior work space
212" arc

Available Colors:
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
Thermofused melamine finished self edge
No tools required for assembly
Wire management cutouts
Reception station can extend up to 5 units
Silver frame

Pricing Information:
$3,409.80 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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4-Unit Marque Reception Station
Item #55294

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 45.50"
Overall Width: 142"
Overall Depth: 90"
28.75" work surface height, 19.75" work surface depth
44.50" transaction top height, 13" transaction top depth

Available Colors:
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
Thermofused melamine finished self edge
No tools required for assembly
Reception station can extend up to 5 units
Silver frame standard
Wire management cutouts

Pricing Information:
$4,454.80 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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5-Unit Marque Reception Station
Item #55296

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 45.50"
Overall Width: 142"
Overall Depth: 128"
28.75" work surface height, 19.75" work surface depth
44.50" transaction top height, 13" transaction top depth

Available Colors:
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
Thermofused melamine finished self edge
No tools required for assembly
Silver frame standard
Wire management cutouts

Pricing Information:
$5,499.80 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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48" x 37" L-Shaped Reception Station
Item #PG296

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 41"
Overall Width: 48"
Overall Depth: 37"

Features:
Price includes matching desk model 55103 (shown right)
No tools required for assembly
Scratch-resistant powder coated paint finish on
durable steel frame
Thermofused melamine finish with self edge
Leveling glides

Pricing Information:
$1,074.50 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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60" x 48" L-Shaped Reception Station
Item #PG297

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 41"
Overall Width: 60"
Overall Depth: 48""

Features:
Price includes 1 matching desk model 55218 (shown right)
No tools required for assembly
Scratch-resistant powder coated paint finish on
durable steel frame
Thermofused melamine finish with self edge
Leveling glides

Pricing Information:
$1,465.00 plus shipping ($150)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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96" x 37" U-Shaped Reception Station
Item #PG296-2

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 41"
Overall Width: 96"
Overall Depth: 37"

Features:
Price includes 2 matching desks model 55103 (shown left)
No tools required for assembly
Scratch-resistant powder coated paint finish on
durable steel frame
Thermofused melamine finish with self edge
Leveling glides

Pricing Information:
$2,114.00 plus shipping ($150)
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96" x 37" U-Shaped Reception Station
Item #PG297-2

Dimensions:
Top counter 14" D
Overall Height: 41"
Overall Width: 120"
Overall Depth: 48"

Features:
Price includes 2 matching desks model 55218 (shown right)
No tools required for assembly
Scratch-resistant powder coated paint finish on
durable steel frame
Thermofused melamine finish with self edge
Leveling glides

Pricing Information:
$2,891.15 plus shipping ($150)
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Mobile File Pedestal
Item #55106

Dimensions:
Overall Height: 24"
Overall Width: 17"
Overall Depth: 21.25"
24" x 17.25" top provides extra space for files or peripherals

Available Colors:
Black
Cherry
Maple
Walnut

Features:
On casters for easy mobility
Thermofused melamine finish
Available in Cherry, Graphite, Maple or Walnut finish
Box and file drawer
File drawer designed for letter or legal hanging folders
Drawers are central locking

Pricing Information:
$251.15 plus shipping ($20)
If in stock, this item ships within 24 hours of payment.
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Custom Pulpits
Our stylish and modern pulpit designs are crafted with a
focused attention to beauty, detail and function.
Gorgeous custom wood finishes are available in multiple
options, adding the perfect touch of refined elegance to
our unique and fresh designs that include solid bodies
constructed of aluminum tresses, faux-brushed pewter
or high end wood options. These elegantly fresh pulpits
offer an array of custom features, such as cabinets,
cubby holes and out-facing facade embellishments so
they perfectly capture the attention of any room.
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Ultra-Modern Pulpit - Item #P1001
This ultra-chic pulpit design is the latest in our custom church furniture collection that highlights our most
modernistic approach to creating sleek, multifaceted lines in one stand-out streamlined configuration. With double
counter top layers, a gracefully arched tri-tower stand and extra sturdy base, our Ultra-Modern Podium features fully
customizable dual laminate surfaces with faux-brushed pewter and beautiful high-end Bamboo. The singular design
aesthetic and superior appeal of this unique custom crafted podium will stand out in any size crowd! Please allow
4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 48 Inches on the Front and 42 inches on the back
Overall Width – 24 inches
Overall Depth - 18 inches

Features:
Fully customizable
Dual color design
Custom Laminate finishes
Faux brushed pewter highlights.

Pricing Information:
$3250 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States
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Frosted Plexiglass Pulpit - Item #P1002
Our handsome, hand crafted plexiglass church podium is a combination of classic beauty and modern flare; designed
with commercial-grade quality and a solid wood configuration. The dual color tone is available in custom laminate
finish color choices, and additionally included are twin cubbies for storage with a comfortably angled podium top. The
unique frosted plexiglass full-front panels affixed with bold aluminum castings provide an extra modern eye-catching
accent to an already attractive church lectern. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 48 Inches on the Front and 42 inches on the back
Overall Width – 24 inches
Overall Depth - 18 inches

Features:
Fully customizable
Dual color design
Custom Laminate finishes
Frosted Plexiglass front
brushed aluminum posts

Pricing Information:
$2200 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States
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30 Inch Church Pulpit - Item #P1003
We proudly custom craft this handsome line of modern church pulpit designs to provide our customers uniquely gorgeous and appealing podiums that are of the utmost professional commercial quality. This 30” lectern is made of
solid wood, with open storage and shelving on the anterior side, and come in a dual hue color design with customizable laminate finish options to match any interior color scheme. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 48 Inches on the Front and 42 inches on the back
Overall Width – 30 inches
Overall Depth - 16 inches
Shelf Height – 28 inches

Features:
Fully customizable
Dual color design
Custom Laminate finishes

Pricing Information:
$1798 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States
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Raised Panel Church Pulpit - Item #P1004
This gorgeous custom church pulpit design will stand elegant and handsome in any size room, with commercial
quality solid wood and front-facing second tone raised wood panels that add a geometric level of depth and interest
for onlookers. The dual color tone scheme is available in custom laminate finish colors that can match any interior
at no additional cost, and also includes discretely open cabinet and shelving for storage. Please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 48 Inches on the Front and 42 inches on the back
Overall Width – 30 inches
Overall Depth - 16 inches
Shelf Height – 28 inches

Features:
Fully customizable
Dual color design
Custom Laminate finishes

Pricing Information:
$1798 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States
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Curved Truss Pulpit - Aluminum
This unique church pulpit design is the ultimate in modern lines, impact and aesthetic—and is sure to stand out and
catch on-looker attention! The geometrically-minded curved aluminum stand has a high-end design that is sleek and
streamlined, which eases gracefully into the lines of both the base and pulpit table top. With ultimate convenience
and ease in mind, the podium top had been mindfully designed to adjust easily to the desired angle of comfort.
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery,
Item #P-01-100

Dimensions:
46.5" tall
24' Wide
24" deep
Aluminum Truss Base and Top

Pricing Information:
$1800.00 includes delivery to
anywhere in the contiguous
Unites States
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Aluminum Box Truss Podium
This sleek and stylish church pulpit podium commands attention and adds beauty to any room or stage at the same
time. The modern aluminum ladder-truss stand provides a heightened level of geometric interest while the wooden
base and podium top (available in Walnut, Cherry or Bamboo finishes) adds just the right amount of refined elegance.
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Item #P-02-201

Available Finishes:
Walnut
Cherry
Bamboo

Dimensions:
24" wide
24" deep
46" tall

Pricing Information:
$2190.00 includes delivery to
anywhere in the contiguous
Unites States
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Dual Triangle Truss Podium
This gorgeous church pulpit podium design offers beauty and elegance in one eye-catching, original stand
configuration. With twin triangle shape ladder trusses on each side, this sleek podium is available with three finish
options: deep Walnut, medium Cherry wood or light Bamboo. Additionally the podium includes a built-in table top
ledge for books or papers, convenient angle adjustment slide, and a beautiful aluminum front-facing design detail
with intricate cross cut out. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Item #03-303

Available Finishes:
Walnut
Cherry
Bamboo

Dimensions:
46" tall
30' Wide
24" deep
Aluminum Truss Base

Pricing Information:
$1596.50 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States.
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Curved Truss Pulpit - Wood Top
Our original design curved truss pulpit beautifully offers simplicity and comfort in a stylish, eye-pleasing church
lectern model. The sturdy aluminum base features a unique upwardly curved design with circular connectors that
form an arced truss stand, and includes a slightly angled podium with built-in cubby for storage that can be custom
ordered in Maple or Oak finishes at no additional cost. Available in Maple and Oak Finishes. Please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery.
Item #P-01-102

Dimensions:
46" tall
25.55' Wide
22" deep
Aluminum Truss Base

Pricing Information:
$2064.00 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States
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Adjustable Height Podium
This is a sleek and modern take on church podium designs, and another original creation by Envisionary Images. Our
exclusive podium configuration offers many features to make you fall in love with this design, including easily adjustable stand from 33.5” all the way up to a 50” height; a solid wood pulpit top; powder coated sturdy aluminum
base and stand; low voltage power and a removable power cord. please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery,
Item #P-05-501

Dimensions:
Adjusts for 33.5" to 50"
24" x 24" solid wood top

Features:
Powder Coated Base
Low Voltage Power
Removable Power Cord

Pricing Information:
$3150.00 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States
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8ft Aluminum Truss Crosses
Our outstanding original truss cross designs will provide a beautifully high-impact presence for your stage or event.
Standing at a commanding eight-feet tall, enjoy the opportunity to order a custom preference of flat or pointed
edges. A beautiful aluminum powder coat is also available for a minimal upgrade. Each magnificent cross comes standard with a sturdy, welded base to provide optimal stability. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Aluminum Truss Item #C-08-801
Aluminum Truss - Powder coated Item #C-08-802

Pricing Information:
Aluminum truss - (pointy ends) $2064.00 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States
Aluminum Powder Coated Cross - (flat ends) $2208.00 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites
States
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Retail Furniture/Other
We have a full line of retail displays that come in a wide
selection of form and function. As with all of our expertly
crafted pieces, these units are custom built with the
utmost care and detailed craftsmanship to create
high-quality, top functioning and extremely versatile
retail displays and accessories. With a product line
ranging from carts and stands to large-scale banners,
columns and full-scale multi-level displays, our
exceptional retail products have a very large inventory of
choices, custom features and upgrades that will allow us
to create a singular, one-of-a-kind retail display that
meets any retail need or intended use. And as with all of
our custom built, visionary creations—each piece is
thoughtfully designed with clean, contemporary lines and
top rate aesthetic quality.
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6 foot window or wall ledge tables - Item #R1001
Our stylish ledge tables are custom built with versatile wall or window ledge mounting options that can be suited to
your size and dimension needs. This elegantly streamlined laminate table is a full four inches thick, offering maximum stability while adding bold accents to any church welcome center design. These eye-catching ledge tables make
a pleasing enhancement to any reception room and provide the duality of efficient form and function. Please allow 46 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 4 Inches
Overall Width – 6 foot
Overall Depth – 22 inches

Features:
4” x 4” angled aluminum accent posts

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
$1250.65 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States.
Bar stools not included
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24” x 24” x 8’ Accent Column Sign - Item #R1002
Our custom crafted accent column stand is a handsome and commanding way to highlight any room or church
reception area. The sturdy, sleek configuration makes a 24-inch square pillar that stands eight feet high. White vinyl
lettering is removable and can be customized to any message your usage intent specifies. The bold two-tone color
scheme provides a pleasing accent interest element and both laminate colors are available in multiple tones to
match your interior. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 8 foot
Overall Width – 24 inches
Overall Depth – 24 inches

Features:
2 tone laminate
Custom white vinyl lettering

Available Upgrades:
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
$2675 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States.
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7.5’ x 30” x 5.5’ Rolling Retail Display - Item #R1003
Our custom designed rolling retail display provides a beautiful, eye-catching method for displaying any type of
product or information in church gift shops, lobbies and reception areas. It has hidden, fully swiveling wheels for
ultimate ease in mobility, along with three levels of upper display shelving in addition to two under-counter display
or storage units. Shelving is supported by sleek aluminum columns, and surface upgrades are available in premium
laminate, granite and stained Oak choices. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 5.5 foot
Overall Width – 7.5 foot
Overall Depth – 30 inches

Features:
3” casters
4” x 4” aluminum accent posts
Tri-level counter top
Adjustable Bottom Shelf

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
$5276.00 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States
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42” x 30” x 18” Rolling Hostess Stand - Item #R1004
Our rolling hostess stand is custom crafted in the in the same design line as our column stands and some of our
podiums. This majestic stand features hidden, swiveling wheels; locking cabinet and drawer; dual color tones;
aluminum cylindrical column stands; and is available in multiple finish color options to compliment your individual
interior scheme. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 42 Inches
Overall Width – 30 inches
Overall Depth – 18 inches
18" fold-flat surfaces on both sides

Features:
3” casters
4” x 4” aluminum accent posts
Locking cabinet door and drawer

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
$2565.65 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous United States
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6 foot 9" x 40” x 14” Banner Stand - Item #R1005
Our custom banner stands are an elegant attention grabber in almost any size room. Standing just a few inches shy
of a full seven feet tall, these grand church banner stands have a solid base and secure top bar that beautifully frame
your sign, with two substantial aluminum columns that gracefully support the sides. As with most of our church furniture lines, the laminate finish coloring are available in many choices, and premium laminate or stained Oak upgrades are available. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 6 foot 9 inches
Overall Width – 40 inches
Overall Depth – 14 inches

Features:
4” x 4” aluminum accent columns.

Available Upgrades:
Premium laminates for the base and cap
Stained oak instead of laminate

Pricing Information:
$2607 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States.
Banner sold separately
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Game Stands
Our handsome game stands offer the perfect
combination of modern-day edgy aesthetics and
versatile, multipurpose utilization. Custom crafted to
provide excellence in quality and design, our game stands
provide a convenient electronics management system
with capabilities to function as a television stand/movie
center and gaming station all in one. Further, our
customers can individualize their stands through custom
features and options to create a one-of-a-kind media
center that meets any specific intent.
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30" x 30" x 18" Rolling Game/TV Stand - Item #G1001
Our handsome, custom crafted multi-purpose rolling electronics stand can be utilized for any number of desired
tasks from a TV stand or movie center to a gaming station. With a pleasing two-tone color concept, this unit features
tri-tiered open shelving; a thick, sturdy base; gorgeous, sleek aluminum columns; and color options included to
custom match your interior. Additionally, surface upgrades are available in premium laminate, granite and stained
Oak choices. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Dimensions:
Overall Height – 30 Inches
Overall Width – 30 inches
Overall Depth – 18 inches

Features:
3” casters
4” x 4” aluminum accent posts
Adjustable Shelves

Available Upgrades:
Granite counter tops in place of laminate tops
Premium laminates for the body
Stained oak instead of laminate body

Pricing Information:
$2403.45 includes delivery to anywhere in the contiguous Unites
States. TV and game system not included.
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42" Tall Custom Gaming Station
Item #G1002
Our modern custom gaming station stands a full 42-inches tall,
with an innovative design specialized to house a gaming system
and television combination. The system comes standard with
locking mechanisms for ultimate stability, a sophisticated black
melamine and aluminum triangle truss body, and secure plexiglass locked casing to prevent theft. Please allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery.

Pricing Information:
These game stands sell for $1500 each (specify which game
system you are using) TV, game system and includes delivery
to anywhere in the contiguous Unites States.
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Our Commitment To Quality
Envisionary images is committed to designing and build commercial grade, high quality furniture. We will not quit
until you are completely satisfied with your final product. If your furniture is received with damage or is not the finished product you expected with the features that you ordered, we have partners across the United States that are
on standby to make it right at our expense. Our furniture is built to last years and years. Due to the nature of custom
furniture, we do not accept returns on any custom furniture, how ever if you purchase on of our prefabricated lines,
we do have return policies in place. (see OFM return policy below)

IMPORTANT SHIPPING INFORMATION, PLEASE READ:
In the unlikely event that damage is present at the time of delivery please make notes at the time of delivery and
notify the driver of any damage noted. Take pictures immediately and get the driver to sign something noting any
damages. Any shipment that is noted as damaged at the time it is received will likely not be covered under the
insurance coverage.
All of our custom furniture is shipped with insurance against damage, please make note of crate and furniture damage at the time you receive your furniture. Be sure to get the driver to sign off on any damage noted. Take
pictures when at all possible to document the damage as it makes the process a lot easier.

OFM PREFABRICATED FURNITURE RETURN POLICY
Before returning any product to OFM you must obtain a return merchandise authorization (RMA) number. The
preferred method to obtain this authorization is to login to your OFM account and use our Online RMA feature. The
online process is paperless and by far the most efficient way to process your returns. We still accept requests via fax
and email as well. To process returns using this method, please download our Return Authorization Form and either
email it to returns@ofminc.com or fax it to 919-362-4765. The Return Authorization Number will always have the
prefix "CQ." Merchandise returned without the CQ number written on the outside of the carton will be refused by
OFM.
Returns are accepted at OFM’s North Carolina warehouse ONLY and must be shipped prepaid. No collect shipments
will be accepted. Returns for credit must be made within 30 days of the day merchandise was received by customer.
Return Authorizations are valid for 30 days from the date of issue.
All returns must be shipped in the original OFM carton and are subject to inspection to ensure that all components
are included and the product is resalable. If a customer does not have original cartons, OFM will provide them and
will bill for the packaging materials and the freight to get it there.
OFM reserves the right to inspect all returns and determine applicable restocking and/or re-boxing fees, if any. A
minimum fee of 25 percent will apply for re-boxing and/or re-stocking only. Additional fees may be assessed for
missing or damaged part(s) or for any product returned in a not like new condition. Special or custom orders are not
returnable.
All warranty parts are available for replacement at no charge and are shipped via UPS ground service. If upgraded
service is required, the customer will be billed the difference in freight. Our freight carriers, including UPS, reserve
the right to institute fuel surcharges on some or all shipments, without prior notice.
You can also visit the OFM website if you are interested in looking at what else they offer that we can supply for you.
www.ofminc.com
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To order please call Todd at 817.422.2329 or email me at todd@envisionaryimages.com

Owner/ Design Concept Specialist
Todd M. Carver

Address:
553 Darlington Trail
Fort Worth, Texas 76131

Websites:
envisionaryimages.com
churchwelcomecenter.com
church-welcome-center-furniture.myshopify.com

Phone:
817.422.2329
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